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The international travel industry was an early 
adopter of online sales and marketing over 20 
years ago, but in the last five years digital has 
become even more key to potential visitors. 
However, of the 8000 accommodation 
businesses listed on visitscotland.com, only 
one third can transact online, while only 
two-thirds have what Visitscotland term an 
optimised listing.77

The growth in smartphones and social media 
is increasing opportunities such as to build a 
rapport with customers wherever they are in 
the world, collect data on their preferences 
and sell higher value products; while also 
increasing the attraction of local authenticity, 
the need to manage online reputations and 
the expectation of digital connectivity at all 
points of travel. 

Digital is now the primary source of travel 
inspiration - 65% of people are generally 
beginning to research online before deciding 
where or how they want to travel, most 
notably through social/video sites and 
search engines78- and the strong growth of 
online research and purchases is expected to 
continue. Chinese tourists, forecast to be the 
world’s top outbound travel market by 2020, 
have a very high level of engagement with 
technology and brands.

Digital connectivity, platforms and skills are 
key to the success of the Scottish tourism 
industry, however, of the 9000 businesses 
listed on visitscotland.com, 70% do not offer 
online bookings. Improving connectivity 
and use is needed, following examples of 
innovation and collaboration by SMEs to 
increase their profile and better meet the 
needs of customers, wherever they are. 

Craigatin House (www.craigatinhouse.co.uk)  
is an extensive user of a variety of 
marketing channels including social media 
and direct mail, actively managing its 
business reputation online to rank No.1 
on TripAdvisor under UK B&B’s for several 
years. It collaborates digitally, contributing to 
and leading the local Pitlochry partnership 
website (www.pitlochry.org), which is rich in 
content and a significant driver of traffic to 
individual businesses on the website.

The Fort William Accommodation Marketing 
Group, led by the Torlinnhe Guest House 
(www.torlinnhe.com), has brought local 
availability together in one location  
(www.fortwilliam-guesthouse.com) allowing 
potential guests to research accommodation, 
check availability and book online, and 
members to share potential guest enquiries 
if they cannot accommodate them. Many 
members no longer use international online 
booking services and they have seen no 
decline in occupancy while improving 
profitability as they no longer have to pay 
commission for bookings, retaining an extra 10 
to 20% of each booking in the local economy. 

A search “widget” is being incorporated 
into other local attraction websites 
allowing their customers to search and 
book accommodation without leaving the 
attraction website. The Group’s approach 
supports joint local marketing, take-up 
of online book-up by SMEs and higher 
conversion rates as bookings generally stay 
among group members.
(www.freetobook.com/case_studies/
fortwilliam.php)
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 65% of people are generally beginning  
to research online before deciding  

where or how they want to travel


